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Websites to wander

Modedamour—Minimalism and neutrals are treated artfully on this image-driven site 
by Netherlands blogger Annemiek Kessels, whose aesthetic has attracted more than 
250,000 Instagram followers (@modedamour). Perfecting the art of elevated basics, she 
trains her expert eye on chic yet achievable fashion, beauty and interior looks. Happy 
scrolling! modedamour.com

Kinfolk—Kinfolk magazine is sold in more than 100 countries and the travel section of 
its website reflects its internationalism, featuring scores of lesser-known destinations. 
You could plan a very special honeymoon around some of the suggestions featured, 
stopping at the most petite café in Paris, staying in a 1699 hotel on an island in 
Stockholm or browsing the best bookstore in Seoul. kinfolk.com/city-guides

Instagrams to inspire

The Wildflower Perth—Describing herself as a ‘floral engineer’, Alicia Lowe fills her 
grid with gravity-defying, avant-garde creations that showcase her talent for structure 
and shape. These living works of art set a major mood and will give you all sorts of 
bridal ideas. Side note: Alicia loves to travel, so your destination wedding is a definite 
possibility. @the_wildflower_perth

Hello Trader—This furniture, homeware and lifestyle concept store provides extremely 
dreamy Insta-inspiration for carefree bohemian celebrations. Browse their artisan pieces 
and free-spirited scenes from around the globe in earthy palettes of white, beige, 
green and blush, with rattan, terracotta and terrazzo, and if you really fall in love with 
something, you can head straight to the website to buy it. @hellotrader

Infused Waters—The health and beauty 
benefits of drinking water are numerous, 
but sometimes it is a bit boring. This 
refreshing take by Georgina Davies provides 
recipes that revive or relax while giving your 
daily two litres some pizzazz. If you make a 
habit of it, slipping fruit, herbs and spices 
into a glass or reusable bottle can become  
a lovely self-care ritual. paperplanestore.com

Pardiz—Born in Italian-speaking Lugano 
in Switzerland, raised in Iran, schooled in 
Zurich and now based in Sydney, Manuela 
Darling-Gansser is a lifelong traveller 
and passionate cook who blogs and 
writes books. In Pardiz, she returns to 
her childhood home of Iran to recount 
memories and share stories and Persian 
recipes taste-tested by her family, tapping 
into food trends and the social aspect 
of eating, from picnics to shared plates. 
hardiegrant.com/au

Podcast to ponder 

The Moment—A collection of heartening 
love stories, Wondery’s new series is 
hosted by recently engaged Canadian 
actor/writer/director Ingrid Haas, whose 
guests tell tales of real relationships in 
order to learn pitfalls and hacks. Topics like 
‘When Opposites Collide’, ‘For Richer or 
Poorer’ and ‘The Taylor Swift of it All’ are 
entertaining reminders that even when 
romance isn’t easy, it can all work out in  
the end. wondery.com

Words—Philippa Prentice 
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